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Dear colleagues, project partners, readers,
We bring you the first issue of the TW project newsletter.
Our intention is to provide you the key information from the life of the project on a quarterly
basis and to share with you our ideas, outputs and commonly achieved results.
We wish you a pleasant reading.
Your Twinning Team

GENERAL INFORMATION

KICK-OFF EVENT

The purpose of the twinning project is to help reduce the rate of
undeclared work in the Republic of Croatia and enhance social awareness
of the problem of undeclared work and underground economy through
informing the public about the overall implications of undeclared work
for social security and its adverse effects on principles of solidarity and
fairness in application of social security rights.

The new Twinning Project „Strengthening Policy and Capacities to
Reduce Undeclared Work“(CRO MOONLIGHTING) which is financed by
the European Union, was publicly presented on Friday, 18 November
2016. The event was organised by the Ministry of Labour and Pension
System of the Republic of Croatia in cooperation with the Slovak and
German twinning partners.

Mandatory project results:

The objectives, mandatory results and activities of the project were
presented by the RTA, Ms Valeria Kubalova, and Mr Vatroslav Subotić BC
CL 1&2 and Mr Tomislav Markota BC CL 3&5.

1. Comprehensive targeted Strategy against undeclared work
involving a policy mix based on incentive and inspection approach
developed.
2. Legal framework for prevention and suppression of undeclared
work improved.
3. Cooperation among institutions responsible for prevention and
suppression of undeclared work enhanced.
4. Public awareness regarding overall implications of undeclared
work and tax morality increased.
5. Improvement of administrative capacities, work methodology
and control mechanisms of the Labour Inspectorate and other
involved institutions
The project budget is 1 000 000 Euro, out of which 95% is financed by
IPA and 5% by national co-financing.
The project will be implemented over a period of 18 months (October
2016 to April 2018).The project is implemented by the Ministry of
Labour and Pension System in the Republic of Croatia in cooperation
with its partners, the Agency for Regional Development Senec-Pezinok
(RDA) of the Slovak Republic, and the Federal Ministry of Finance of the
Federal Republic of Germany.

Ms Karolina Ivanković, Assistant Minister, Ministry of Labour and
Pension System, has pointed out that the Ministry has engaged in an
important process having assumed responsibility and leading role in
tackling undeclared work. The end of the Twinning Project shall not be
the end of combating this adverse social phenomenon, the activities
of the Ministry will continue, since this is a complex issue requiring a
multidisciplinary approach in order to produce novel and more efficient
solutions for the benefit of workers and society in general.
Mr Arne Hartig, the Political Reporter, Embassy of the Federal Republic
of Germany, said that he is convinced that the combination of German
experience and Slovak commitment will have a great success and be of
advantage not only for Croatia, but for the twinning partners who will
also be able to use experience gained within this project to improve the
work of their national administration.
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This project is implemented by the Ministry of Labour and Pension System of the
Republic of Croatia, the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak
Republic Federal, Ministry of Finance, Central Customs Authority, Germany, Regional
Development Agency Senec-Pezinok, Slovakia.
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ACTIVITIES
Analysis of undeclared work (Act. 1.1)
Leader of the first component, Colin C. Williams began his first mission
on 06/11/2016 with the support of the Slovak short-term expert Marek
Radvansky. In an open and friendly atmosphere we discussed the
strategy of the project with Ms Karolina Ivanković, beneficiary country
project leader. Experts have begun an analysis of the current situation in
relation to undeclared work in Croatia, with special emphasis on sectors
where undeclared work is common. The analysis includes magnitude,
nature and varieties of the undeclared economy, as well as demand for
undeclared goods and services and supply of undeclared work with
recommendations for improvement

Meeting with the Croatian project stakeholders and social partners has
been conducted in order to agree on future project collaboration and to
gather necessary data. Furthermore, communication channels and the
methodology of the project working group were established.

Branislav Ondruš, State Secretary of the Ministry of Labour, Social
Affairs and Family of the Slovak Republic, and the leader of the fourth
component, chaired the meeting with the representatives of the
Croatian Chamber of Commerce and the social partners, whose main
topic was the survey questionnaire draft, and agreed on methodology
for the preparation and distribution of questionnaires.

Legal framework on undeclared work (Act. 2.1)
Vatroslav Subotić, leader of the first and second components, officially
opened the second component in the mid-November 2016 with
the introduction of a legal framework in the Republic of Croatia in
relation to undeclared work. Dirk Wessenberg gave an overview of the
competences of the German Customs Administration in the fight against
undeclared work and illegal employment. During the mission, German
experts led by Bernd Ramming talked with Ksenija Veček Mladić from
the Customs Administration in Zagreb, our partners in the project. They
have exchanged information on the competences of these institutions
and experiences in their daily work. The final part of the mission was
devoted primarily to the analysis of existing regulations in the field of
labour law, including control instruments. Discussions also took place
with representatives of the Labour Inspectorate.

Measuring social awareness of the problem of undeclared
work (Act. 4.3)
Last year, in early December, with the support of all three components
leaders of the beneficiary country, we started preparations for the
survey that would measure public opinion in terms of awareness of the
problem of undeclared work in Croatia. Ivana Šuman pointed out that
the public opinion survey will create the necessary base for drafting
future communication strategy of the project.
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For more information please contact:
Resident Twinning Adviser (RTA)
Valeria Kubalova
E-mail: valeria.kubalova@mrms.hr
Phone: +385 1 6106 455
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CHRISTMAS MARKET
During the time of Advent, Zagreb offers a special atmosphere which
simply must be experienced. After a long working day focused on
the completion of the Survey Questionnaires we have decided to
increase the number of tourists who are visiting Croatian capital before
Christmas to get to know its stylish city streets and squares offering
special Christmas atmosphere and tasting traditional delicacies. Slovak
and German experts accompanied by the Croatian staff enjoyed a
unique ambience, had a taste of local atmosphere, mulled wine, mulled
mead, and fragrant meals offered in the stands at Zrinjevac.

MEMBER STATES CORNER
In each newsletter you will be able to read interesting information from
Slovakia or Germany. In this edition we start with Slovakia.
Since we were enchanted with the Christmas atmosphere in Zagreb, we
would like to share with you the Slovak Christmas tradition.
The Christmas Eve menu in Slovakia has always minimum 6 and maximum
12 courses. The first one is generally a Christmas wafer - very thin, like holy
wafer, but as big as a dessert plate. It is served with some honey, slices
of garlic and bits of walnuts. Then everybody on the table should bite
into each other’s wafers – this will ensure that they will love each other
for the next year. Also, you eat the apple with that. Garlic means health,
honey that you will be sweet and lovable, nuts are for beauty. There is
also a broad selection of Christmas soups: sour cabbage soup with dried
plums, meat, mushrooms and cream, a lentil soup with sour cream and
with specially shaped pasta, called “frkancule”. In the capital – Bratislava commonly served is Christmas fish soup and in other region - a cabbage
soup mixed with beans, peas, lenses, mushrooms, and dried plums.
Today’s most favourite Christmas meal is the carp with the mayonnaise
salad, appeared on our menu some 60 years ago. It is a fresh water local
carp fish. It is sold a week before Christmas in the streets from big tanks
and pools alive…and many people keep it alive at home in the bath till
Christmas Eve to have it really fresh. We cut it into horse-shoe shapes for
good luck; we coat it in flour, egg, and breadcrumbs and fry it.
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Regarding the pastry, in the region close to Bratislava is inherent part of
the Christmas Eve sweet bread called “caunt”, the Small Carpathian region
prefers small yeast pastry, the “pupaky”. These are served with poppy
seeds and sugar. In several other part of the Slovakia regions is eaten a
cake with nuts and poppy seeds, the “bejgli” or a three-layer cake, the so
called “stedrak” (in Slovak “Stedry vecer” - the Christmas Eve), containing
cream cheese, poppy seeds, and nuts. All the ingredients used for the
Christmas Eve meal preparation are exclusively home-grown products,
transformed to a generous menu.
A common Christmas Eve custom in Slovakia is to put a few carp scales
under the tablecloth so you would have loads of money next year (they
look like small silver coins, so that is where this mystery comes from). The
same desire symbolizes also a purse put on the table during the Christmas
Eve meal or a slice of bread with pressed coins put down under the table.
The last course on the menu is an apple cut to pieces, according to the
number of family members sitting at the table. If the apple core is fresh, it
indicates health for each of them during the whole following year.
During Christmas Eve, mainly in the evening there are carol singers
going door to door and you are supposed to offer them some cakes. Oh,
the Christmas cakes! That is a whole separate story- let’s just say that it
is quite normal to bake for weeks before and make dozens of small tea
cookies of different shapes and fillings and decors, and then some big
cakes or even tarts, and also some traditional from yeast dough with
poppy seeds or nut filling.

This project is implemented by the Ministry of Labour and Pension System of the
Republic of Croatia, the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak
Republic Federal, Ministry of Finance, Central Customs Authority, Germany, Regional
Development Agency Senec-Pezinok, Slovakia.
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Did you know that…


Germany intends to amend its laws and regulations and
define undeclared work as a criminal offence?



And finally, have fun with this little
puzzle and logical thinking:

helping a neighbour in Germany, such as helping him with
gardening or minor repairs, even if paid (smaller amounts)
is not considered undeclared work, unless performed at
regular intervals?

Have a look at a Picture below and answer to the following
questions.



the EU rate of undeclared work (EU-27) was 11% of GDP in
2014?



the survey conducted by OECD in 2013 showed that the rate
of undeclared work in 34 leading countries was 13.4%?



high tax rates per se do not appear to influence levels of
undeclared work in international (or time-series) comparison?



according to Eurobarometer survey in 2013, one in thirty
(30) has been paid partly in cash by his or her employer
(„envelope wages“)?



according to Eurobarometer survey in 2013, 11% of the
Europeans admit that they have bought goods or services
involving undeclared work in the previous year?



undeclared work occurs in all economic sectors, but most often
in sectors like construction and hotel, restaurant and
hospitality industry (catering)?



one in twenty five Europeans say they have undertaken
undeclared paid work in the past year, and one in three say
they know someone who carries out undeclared work?



that according to an OECD research,high tax rates, at the
international level, do not affect the level of undeclared work?

1. How many tourists are camping at that place?
2. Have they arrived today or a few days ago?
3. How did they arrive?
4. Is the nearest city far away from the a camp or close to it?
5. Is the wind blowing from the north or from the south?
6. Is it morning, afternoon or evening?
7. Where did Alex go?
8. Who was on duty yesterday?

Answers:
1. There are 4 tourists in the camp. You can detect that based on 4 spoons on the picnic blanket. And there is a daily duty list pinned to the tree with 4 names.
2. They came a few days ago, because there is a spider net between the top of the tent and the tree.
3. They came by boat, there are oars prompted against the tree.
4. The chicken in the picture shows that the first village cannot be far away.
5. The wind is blowing from the south: you can tell it by the flag on the tent, showing the direction of the wind. And the branches of the fir are longer and lush on the
south side.
6. It is morning. You can tell by the boy‘s shadow that the sun is in the east.
7. Alex is catching butterflies. You can see a butterfly and a net behind the tent.
8. Colin was on duty yesterday (Colin is looking for something in his backpack, marked with „C“). Alex is catching butterflies, James is taking photos, you can see the
camera legs jutting out from his backpack (his backpack is marked „J“). Peter is on duty today, which means that Colin was on duty yesterday.
9. Today is 8th of August. You can tell the month by the watermelon on the picnic blanket (watermelons come in August). You can tell the date by looking at the duty
list on the tree.
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